SMART-TINTING GLASS

INTERIOR WALLS & PARTITIONS

CONFIDENTIAL SPACES IN SECONDS
Halio begins tinting within 15 seconds to create confidential spaces,
achieving its darkest tint within 3 minutes. Shades in between clear
and dark take even less time. With the right design elements, Halio
glass walls can even deliver acoustic privacy.

VARIABLE TINTS FOR BEAUTIFUL INTERIORS
In its clear state, Halio is indistinguishable from conventional glass.
It disperses natural light and allows views to the outdoors, no matter
where someone is seated. With all that natural light, the need for
artificial lighting is dramatically reduced. And when there’s too
much sun, Halio tints to provide shade and reduce glare without
using blinds or curtains.

MODERN STYLE, CLASSIC COLOR
Glass never goes out of style, and Halio features neutral tints of
classic grays so that your workplace will look current and modern
for a very long time. Because you can control each individual panel,
you can also use Halio to create a mood or to add visual interest
to a space.

SLEEK, INTUITIVE CONTROLS
Halio can be controlled with sleek, wall-mounted controls, voice
commands, or an app for your phone or tablet.

HALIO PANELS CAN
BE CONTROLLED
INDEPENDENTLY
TO CREATE VISUAL
INTEREST.

Create open and flexible spaces with
Halio smart-tinting glass. Halio creates
beautiful, transparent partitions and
walls that promote collaboration and
improve communication while delivering
privacy on demand. Halio walls convey
honesty, openness, and respect for
employees’ need for privacy – all at
the same time.
Halio brightens spaces while delivering
aesthetic and functional benefits.
In its clear and tinted states, Halio
complements both contemporary and
classical design styles.
With Halio, you’ll have the most
technologically advanced smart-

Halio blocks up to
99.9% of visible light to
create private spaces.

tinting glass available. It’s innovative,
sustainable, and it works beautifully
with your favorite color palette.
Imagine the possibilities.
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1. PRECISION CONTROL
Each Halio panel can be controlled independently so you
can tint one or all the panels.

2. PRIVACY ON COMMAND
Control the tinting and clearing with your voice, a tap on
an app, or the press of a switch. Or you can automate the
process - programming Halio to tint on schedule.

3. ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
Halio responds within 15 seconds to deliver the tint level you
desire – any shade between clear and dark. And when it’s
clear, it looks just like ordinary glass.

WWW.HALIOGLASS.COM

Exclusively from Halio
Created to be the exclusive provider of Halio products and services to the building industry, Halio is a joint venture
between AGC, the world’s largest flat glass manufacturer and Kinestral Technologies, Inc., developer and manufacturer
of Halio smart-tinting technologies. The joint venture is comprised of two entities - Halio North America and Halio
International. The partnership leverages the partners’ respective strengths and knowledge: AGC’s reputation in the
building industry and 100+ years of experience in glass technologies and Kinestral’s innovative, patented smart-tinting
technologies. To learn more, visit halioglass.com or follow us on Twitter or LinkedIn.
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